The ECSEL Mirror Group Italy has been established in Italy at the end of 2015, with the purpose to support the Italian participation in the ECSEL Joint Undertaking, following the model of other European countries. It involves the Italian government through the Ministries of Research and University (MIUR) and of Economic Development (MISE), the Regions, the Large Enterprise, the SMEs, the ANIE Federation and AEIT-AMES.

The second edition of National day of ECSEL Mirror Group Italy, on March 1st 2018, aims at confirming to stand as the reference forum for Italian participation to the calls of the ECSEL Joint Technology Initiative and other H2020 funding programs.

The National day of ECSEL Mirror Group Italy present the status of ECSEL special attention to the results of the 2017 calls, and the recently announced 2018 calls. Opportunities for funding at national and regional level will be presented by national and local authorities. Attention will also be given to the calls.

Representatives of the funding institutions and of the ANIE e AEIT-AMES associations will be available for further clarifications to the parties, especially SMEs, that could be interested in participating to the calls.

Turin • March 1st, 2018 • Salone d’Onore • Castello del Valentino
MORNING EVENT

9:30 • Registration

10:00 • Welcome address
- Arch. Paolo Balisteri • Segretario Generale Confindustria Piemonte
- Prof. Enrico Macii • Politecnico di Torino
- Giuseppina De Santis • Assessore Attività Produttive - Regione Piemonte

10:30
- ECSEL Italy: achievements in 2017 • G.C. Forlanini • President
- ECSEL JU: results of 2017 call and preview of 2018 calls • F. Martone • ECSEL Project Officer
- Smart Systems: new opportunities for Europe • R. Groppo • IDEAS & MOTION, member of InSSight
- MISE and ECSEL in the Italian strategy for Industria 4.0 • Stefano Firpo • General Director for industrial policies, competitiveness and SMEs, MISE

12:00 • Coffee pause

12:20
- MIUR approach to ECSEL 2018 • Aldo Covello • MIUR
- Regional experience with ECSEL calls • Giuliana Fenu • Direttore Assessorato Attività Produttive - Regione Piemonte
- L’esperienza di Fondazione Politecnico di Milano nello sviluppo di progetti europei • Fabrizio Amariili • Fondazione Politecnico di Milano

13:20 • Q&A session • All
13:50 • Lunch Break • End of the ECSEL Italy Day

AFTERNOON EVENT

14:50
- Funding opportunities in H2020 relevant calls • Daniela Mercurio • APRE
- Current Projects Ideas from the European • L. Baldi & R. Zafalon
- Idea collection for coming ECSEL Call Forum • All

16:00 • End of the meeting

PLEASE FILL IN THE REGISTRATION FORM AT FOLLOWING LINK: (Registration is free, needed for logistic)
https://goo.gl/forms/DmOBjpW5qC1D7Ny62

How to reach us

LOCATION
Salone d’Onore • Castello del Valentino
Viale Mattioli Pier Andrea 39 • Torino

For information:
email: ames@aeit.it
web site: www.aeit.it/ecsel